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Abstract: This paper develops an agent-based model of the daily commute in Aberdeen City and the surrounding area in Scotland, UK. We study the impact of flexitime work arrangements, urban concentration, a new bypass, and cycle lanes on commute time length, reliability and CO2 emissions, and analyse the diverse conflation of these factors and the different connections of them in order to detect their cumulative effects. Our results suggest that flexitime will reduce CO2 emissions from traffic. It also reduces mean commute time and makes commute time more reliable. We find that although higher urban concentration will make travel time less reliable, it will reduce CO2 emissions from commuting and cut commute time length. There might also be a trade-off between travel time length and reliability regarding urban concentration. We show that the new bypass will only reduce mean commute time by a small amount, while slightly increasing total CO2 emissions. Finally, we find that cyclists sharing roads with cars do not necessarily slow down the traffic on the whole. We conclude that infrastructural, social and urban issues should never be studied in isolation with each other, and that urban policies will have ramifications for both urban and surrounding ex-urban areas.
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Introduction

1.1 Aberdeen City and suburbs are located in Northeast Scotland, and are home to more than 450,000 people. Largely due to the North Sea oil industry, Aberdeen City has one of the highest income and lowest unemployment rates in the UK (Council [2015]). The population in Aberdeen City and Shire increased by 10.2% and 11.0% respectively between 2004 and 2014, mostly due to net migration into the area. Aberdeenshire also has one of the highest car ownership rates in the country (Council [2015]). Rapid population growth has posed challenges to the existing transport network. For commuters, having to spend a long time driving in congested traffic can cause health problems (Strazdins & Loughrey [2008] Tranter [2010]). Congestion also increases CO2 emissions, which is harmful to the environment.

1.2 This paper develops an agent-based model of the daily commute in Aberdeen City and the surrounding area. We set up the environment so that it represents the actual landscape and existing (principal) road network in the area using Geographic Information System (GIS) data. Agents representing commuters and employers reflect the geographic distribution of businesses and homes in the area. We simulate individual commuters in various social contexts that shape the daily commuting patterns in Aberdeen, such as a flexitime arrangement, the level of urban concentration, the construction of a bypass and the existence of cyclists, exploring their impact on commute time, commute time reliability, and CO2 emission. Finally, we discuss how we can design social policies and infrastructure to achieve a more desirable outcome.

1.3 We find that flexitime will significantly reduce total CO2 emissions from traffic. It also reduces peak CO2 concentration. However, reduction in CO2 emissions declines more slowly as more flexitime is introduced. Flexitime reduces commute time length and variability, and hence has a larger time-saving effect than previously understood. We find that although higher urban concentration will increase the level of congestion in urban areas, overall it will reduce mean commuting time and total CO2 emissions from traffic because people living in...
urban areas drive less on average and are more likely to walk or cycle. We find that the new bypass will slightly reduce mean commute time, but slightly increase total CO$_2$ emissions, due to higher speeds and longer overall travel distances. Finally we find that, contrary to the complaint that drivers are slowed down by cyclists, having cyclists on the road does not lead to longer commute times or larger commute time variability.

1.4 The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews relevant literature. Section 3 presents the agent-based model using the ODD protocol. Section 4 discusses treatment factors, experiment design and model output. Section 5 presents the results and discussion. Section 6 validates model results. Section 7 concludes.

**Approaches to Traffic Simulation and Travel-Related Decision Making**

2.1 One approach to traffic simulation is traffic cellular automata (TCA) models, which are computer simulations of a large number of individual vehicles that form dynamic traffic flows. In TCA models, space is discretized into cells as small as 7.5 metres wide, and short time steps of around one second are used. Due to their flexibility and computational efficiency, TCA models are able to simulate realistic micro-level traffic flow, and reproduce common traffic flow patterns such as free flow, transition flow and congested flow (Lárraga et al. 2002, Maerivoet & De Moor 2005). Most TCA models use the car-following rule to model vehicle movement, where a vehicle follows the car in front of it while trying to maintain a safe distance. They also assume single lanes that disallow lane changing or overtaking (Lárraga et al. 2002, Wang et al. 2001), though some have modelled two-lane carriageways (Nagatani 1993). Traffic flow controls such as traffic lights and junctions are sometimes included as well (Benjamin et al. 1996, Simon & Nagel 1998).

2.2 Another approach is agent-based models (ABMs), which are computer simulations that explicitly represent multiple heterogeneous, interacting individuals operating in a common environment. Where agent-based models have a spatially-explicit cellular representation, they can be similar to cellular automata models. However, as Cioffi-Revilla & Gotts (2003) (paragraph 4.11) observe, spatially-explicit agent-based models that depart from fixed spatial neighbourhoods of interaction cannot be translated to cellular automata. Such increased flexibility of agent-based models enables researchers to explore more strategic behaviour while still representing emerging traffic flow patterns from individual vehicle behaviour.

2.3 Duijn et al. (2003) have argued that agent-based models can be used for policymaking on congestion and transport planning. Examples include Dial’s ABM of individual driver behaviour given real-time data collected in a behavioural survey in Brisbane, Australia. Klügl & Bazzan (2004)’s agent-based traffic simulation features agents with a heuristic adaptation model to choose the route. Ma et al. (2014) have an ABM of the road network in Shanghai that is used to analyse the impact of charging station location on electric vehicle adoption. Gargiulo et al. (2012) have an ABM with just one parameter, which simulates distributions of commuters. Malik et al. (2015) used ABM to investigate the impact of improved urban transportation on population density and creativity diffusion.

2.4 A branch of the transport literature has been looking at the route choice behaviour of drivers. Studies differ in their assumptions regarding rationality, information processing and heterogeneity of drivers. Classic equilibrium analyses of transportation systems are based on the assumption that drivers are rational, homogeneous, have perfect information and unlimited information processing capabilities (Wardrop 1952). However, researchers have since modified these assumptions and explored alternative behavioural rules. Nakayama et al. (2001) countered the assumption of driver rationality, arguing that drivers use simple rules to choose routes, and are heterogeneous in their preferences and perceptions. Likewise, Ramming (2001) showed that drivers are habitual rather than using full information to choose a route to minimize distance or time. Arslan & Khisty (2006) use fuzzy ‘if-then’ rules to represent drivers’ route choice rules and preferences.

2.5 Drivers can also respond to new information, such as real-time or pre-trip travel time information. Mahmassani & Liu (1999) studied drivers’ route-switch decisions under advanced traveller information systems (ATIS) and concluded that drivers will only switch route if expected travel time reduction exceeds a certain threshold. Abdel-Aty & Fathy Abdalla (2006) conducted laboratory experiments with a travel simulator and found that remaining travel time and familiarity with the device are two factors significantly influencing route-switch response to ATIS. Adler (2001) uses laboratory experiments to investigate the effects of route guidance and traffic advice on route choice behaviour. With the exception of equilibrium analyses based on rational behaviour, most studies assume that changes in driver behaviour and route choice will not fundamentally shift the dynamics of the aggregate traffic system. However, the assumption is violated when a large number of drivers in the system respond to the new information and change routes simultaneously.

2.6 When making travel-related decisions, travellers do not only consider the length of travel time, but also its variability. Researchers have long recognized the importance of travel time reliability in travel-related decision
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2.7 Finally, regarding the environmental impact of transport. Spangenberg & Lorek (2002) showed that transport is an area of individual consumption that has a large environmental impact. Road transport accounts for around a fifth of CO$_2$ emissions in the EU (European Commission 2016), a quarter in the UK (Government 2016), and a third in the U.S. (Barth & Boriboonsomsin 2008). Moreover, CO$_2$ emissions are highly related with congestion and driving speed. Barth & Boriboonsomsin (2008) found that CO$_2$ emissions can be reduced by up to almost 20% through congestion mitigation, speed management, and the elimination of the acceleration and deceler-

The Model

3.1 The model is developed in NetLogo (Tisue & Wilensky 2004). This section follows the Overview, Design concepts and Details (ODD) protocol to describe the model (Grimm et al. 2006, 2010), omitting the input data section because it does not apply to our model, and the design concepts section.

Purpose

3.2 The purpose of the model is to analyse the impact of factors such as a flexitime workplace arrangement, the level of urban concentration, a new bypass, and cyclists sharing roads with cars on commute time and variance, and total CO$_2$ emissions from traffic in Aberdeen City and Shire.

Agent classes and attributes

3.3 The agent classes (or turtles in Netlogo) in the model are commuters, cars, and bicycles. Commuters are people who live and work in the area. Each commuter has a specific home and work location. Commuters go to and from work every day at a chosen journey start time and by the chosen travel mode. Cars and bicycles are travelling agents on the roads. They are travelling at a speed and acceleration (negative if deceleration) that are determined by the local speed limit, and cars and bicycles in front of them. In the model, cars emit CO$_2$ while bicycles don’t.

3.4 There are two main types of patch: road patches (which collectively form the road network) and non-road patches. There are six road types: A, A-trunk, B, minor, urban and urban-trunk, and each has a different speed limit. According to [Transport 2012], the A roads are major roads, the B roads are connecting roads, and trunk roads are roads with dual carriageways. All classes of road have a different speed limit in urban areas. Non-road patches are distinguished by the 8-fold Scottish Government Urban Rural Classification (Government 2014), which classifies areas in Scotland based on population density and time to access services (Figure 2). Employers and residences are located on non-road patches. Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 list the main attributes of commuter, car and patch agents respectively.

Process overview and scheduling

3.5 Time is discrete in the model. Each time step represents 2.8 seconds in real time. Every morning, individual commuters set off for work by their transport mode (drive, walk, cycle) at a time of their choice, which depends on the flexitime range and the distance from home to work. In the same way, commuters drive home from work in the afternoon. The time they leave work depends on the time they arrive at work in the morning. Every
### Commuter Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Endogenous?</th>
<th>Dynamic?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employer</td>
<td>Employer, work location</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>Cars owned by the agent</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycles</td>
<td>Bicycles owned by the agent</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>Home, home location</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel mode</td>
<td>Walk, cycle or drive</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journey start time</td>
<td>Time to set off for work</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route to work today</td>
<td>Chosen route to work for today</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route to home today</td>
<td>Chosen route to home for today</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journey time to work today</td>
<td>Journey time to work today</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journey time to home today</td>
<td>Journey time to home today</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journey time history</td>
<td>History of all past journey time</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestion memory</td>
<td>Memory of past congestion on all roads</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Commuter description (‘Endogenous’ means the value of the variable is determined in the model. ‘Dynamic’ means the value of the variable changes over time)

### Car or Bicycle Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Endogenous?</th>
<th>Dynamic?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Owner of the car (who is a commuter)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car ahead</td>
<td>The car ahead of it if any</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle ahead</td>
<td>The bicycle ahead of it if any</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current speed</td>
<td>Current speed</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current acceleration</td>
<td>Current acceleration (negative if deceleration)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current $CO_2$ emission</td>
<td>Current instant $CO_2$ emission</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Car or bicycle description (‘Endogenous’ means the value of the variable is determined in the model. ‘Dynamic’ means the value of the variable changes over time)

### Patch Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Endogenous?</th>
<th>Dynamic?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patch type</td>
<td>Road or non-road patch</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed limit</td>
<td>Road patch only, speed limit on the patch</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban rural classification</td>
<td>8-fold urban rural classification (relevant for non-road patch only)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postcode</td>
<td>Postal code of the patch (relevant for non-road patch only)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Patch description (‘Endogenous’ means the value of the variable is determined in the model. ‘Dynamic’ means the value of the variable changes over time)

morning and afternoon, cars are driving on roads to and from work. Each run consists of 60 consecutive days, with observations taken from the last 40. We choose 60 days so that the observed period is long enough to make inferences about the mean and variance of travel time. Moreover, we exclude the first 20 days as initial burn-out period during which agents accumulate memory and make adjustments accordingly. The scheduling of the model is as follows.

3.6 At the beginning of the simulation:

1. agents decide their travel mode (see [Travel mode allocation](#));

3.7 Every day:

1. agents update their route choice (see [Driver’s route choosing behaviour](#)),
2. agents decide their journey start time (depends on flexitime range, a model parameter);

3.8 Every three seconds:
Initialization

3.9 The landscape and road network of Aberdeen City and Shire form the environment in which commuter agents drive and interact. We simulate the landscapes and road network using Ordnance Survey GIS data [Survey 2015]. The modelled area is 40x50 km and each patch represents a 100x100 m area. We also simulate a new bypass (the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route – AWPR) that is currently under construction and expected to be completed in 2017 [Scotland 2015a], which can be enabled or disabled as one of the treatment factors. However, controversies around the project have arisen since its inception, including the impact on local communities, and the actual benefit and cost of the project [Scotland 2015b].

3.10 To simplify the simulation and avoid over-complication, the model does not have traffic flow controls such as traffic lights and roundabouts at junctions or elsewhere, nor does it represent one-way streets. Figure 1 shows the location of roads, homes and businesses in the area of study, with road types represented by different colours.

3.11 Each commuter is assigned a home and a work address using Ordnance Survey address data [Survey 2015]. Work addresses are found by identifying unique postcodes with a valid operation name such as “Aberdeenshire Council” or “Balmoral Group Ltd”. There are 718 work addresses identified in this way. On the other hand, home addresses are those that do not occupy a unique postcode and have no operation name. After identifying all home addresses in the data, a random sample is drawn, and each commuter is assigned a home address in the sample. As a result, the spatial distribution of homes and businesses in the model environment matches the actual geographic distribution in the area.

3.12 We do not know the relative size of the 718 identified employers in the area, and assume they are of the same size. Since a business already needs to be large enough to occupy a unique postcode to qualify as an employer in the model and, as can be seen in Figure 2, businesses are clustered spatially, we believe that the problem caused by assigning the same weight to each business can somewhat be alleviated. Another assumption made in the absence of appropriate data is the independence between a commuter’s work and home location. In
Table 4: Parameter initialization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value / Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-60 time</td>
<td>12 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braking distance at 60 mph</td>
<td>55 metres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of commuters</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of employers</td>
<td>718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed limit for A road</td>
<td>60 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed limit for A trunk road</td>
<td>70 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed limit for B road</td>
<td>60 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed limit for minor road</td>
<td>50 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed limit for urban road</td>
<td>30 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed limit for urban trunk road</td>
<td>40 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of cycling</td>
<td>12 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of walking</td>
<td>3 mph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Scottish Government Urban Rural Classification [Government 2014] provides a consistent way of defining urban and rural areas across Scotland. We use the most recent (2013-2014) classification to identify urban and rural areas in Aberdeen City and Shire. The area of study is diverse in the level of urbanization, covering five out of eight urban-rural classifications (Figure 2).

The speed limits for the different types of roads in the model are consistent with current speed limits in the UK for various road types [Government 2015a], but do not necessarily correspond to those enforced locally. Vehicle acceleration is based on the “0-60 time” parameter for a typical family car, which measures the time it takes to accelerate from 0 to 60 mph. Deceleration is based on the typical braking distance at 60 mph [Government 2015b]. The number of commuting agents is 1000. We choose to simulate 1000 agents so that it roughly represents the commuting population in the area (the commuting population in the area is roughly 100,000 according to the 2011 Census [ONS 2011], and the geographic scale is 1:100). For every parameter combination, we run 10 replications, each with a different random seed. Table 4 lists the initialization of model parameters.

Sub-models

Travel mode allocation

The model has three transport modes: walking, cycling and driving. Although public transport is important, including all the bus routes in the area, each of which has different capacity, time tables and stops would be too complicated. Moreover, compared with larger cities such as Edinburgh, the use of public transport is lower in Aberdeen. Rail, the only other public transport option in the area, is also ignored.
We included walking and cycling so that we could analyse the effect of urban concentration, as people living in urban areas are more likely to walk or cycle to work. The allocation of travel mode among commuters is done in a probabilistic way. We assume that the probability a commuter would choose to walk or cycle is a decreasing function of commute time by that mode. We choose a simple probabilistic model (Figure 3) over more complicated ones typically used, such as the discrete choice model, because it’s not our purpose to study the role of individual characteristics in travel mode choice.

The formulas used for computing the probabilities of walking ($P(\text{walk})$) and cycling ($P(\text{cycle})$) are: where $t_{\text{walk}}$ and $t_{\text{cycle}}$ are travel time in minutes by walking and cycling respectively. We assume that the probability of cycling is lower than walking given travel time due to the additional equipment (bike, helmet, lights etc.) and skills required. $P(\text{drive}) = 1 - (P(\text{walk}) + P(\text{cycle}))$.

\[
P(\text{walk}) = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{t_{\text{walk}}}{1.3}} \tag{1}
\]
\[
P(\text{cycle}) = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{t_{\text{cycle}}}{1.3}} \tag{2}
\]

Drivers’ route choosing behaviour

Before every commute, drivers recall the level of congestion they experienced on roads they have used, and based on that information choose the fastest routes using Dijkstra’s route-finding algorithm [Skiena 1990]. If a driver has never driven on a road section before, she will assume no congestion and that she can drive at the speed limit on that road, until her experience proves otherwise. If a driver has driven on a road section before, and the level of congestion she experiences this time is different than in her memory, she updates her memory and uses the latest information for future route choice. We assume that drivers use travel time as the only criterion when choosing route. They do not consider other factors such as scenery and the number of traffic lights, which in reality can also affect route choice [Khattak et al. 1993; Zhang & Levinson 2008].

Cyclists also choose the fastest route to work using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The difference is that cyclists do not need to update route choice each day because their journey time is assumed not to be affected by congestion level, since they can always go in front of and between cars to move forward. Unlike cyclists and drivers who have to travel via principal road, we assume that walkers can travel via the most direct route that connects home and work, given that sidewalk networks usually have better coverage and connections than principal roads.

Driving behaviour

This paper also adopts the car-following driving rule and the assumption of single lane traffic typical in TCA models discussed in Section 2. However, compared with a typical TCA model, space is modelled with a much coarser grain (100m), than the more usual 7.5m. Since we are simulating daily commuting behaviour in an area of roughly 2000 km$^2$, modelling at finer resolutions would be impractical: 7.5m wide cells would require 36M patches as opposed to 200,000 patches at 100m.

![Figure 3: Probability of walking and cycling as function of travel time in minutes.](http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/19/3/11.html)
3.21 We assume that a vehicle speeds up at the acceleration rate and drives at the speed limit on that road until there is car in the patch ahead of it. Then it slows down at the deceleration rate and follows the car ahead. We assume a single-lane in each direction, with no overtaking.

3.22 Whether cars will meet cyclists on the road depends on whether the parameter “cyclist sharing roads” is true. If true, cyclists and cars will have to share road space, and we assume that if a cyclist is in front of a car on the road, the car will have to stop and wait for the cyclist for one time step in the model (2.8s). After that, the car can overtake the cyclist. If false, then cyclists and cars do not share space on the road, as if there is a separate cycle lane. We assume that pedestrians are always separated from cars and cyclists.

**CO2 emissions model**

3.23 The $CO_2$ emission model we use in the model is developed by [Cappiello et al. 2002](http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/19/3/11.html) for Category 9 vehicles in the United States. The authors estimated a statistical model of $CO_2$ emissions for cars under Tier 1 emission standard (roughly equivalent to Euro 1). Tailpipe emissions are estimated as a function of speed ($v$) and acceleration ($a$). Since we are only interested in relative emissions values, using formulas calibrated on older vehicles is not anticipated to significantly affect the results. Equation 3 shows the estimated tailpipe $CO_2$ emission as a function of speed and acceleration:

$$TP_{CO_2} = \begin{cases} 1.02 + .0118v + 1.92e^{-06v^3} + .224av, & v > 0 \\ 0 & v = 0 \end{cases}$$  (3)

3.24 Equation 3 reflects that steady-speed driving is less polluting than driving with frequent acceleration and deceleration, which is confirmed by empirical evidence [Tong et al. 2000](http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/19/3/11.html).

**Treatment Factors and Experiment Design**

4.1 There are four treatment factors in the model: flexitime range ($f$), urban concentration ($u$), bypass ($b$), and cyclist (sharing roads) ($c$). The first two treatments are continuous, whereas the last two are Boolean.

4.2 Flexitime is a time range within which employees can choose when to arrive at work. For example, employees may choose to arrive at work anytime between 7:30am to 9:30am and, depending on the time of arrival, leave work between 4pm to 6pm. The larger the range, the more flattened and spread-out the peak hour would be. Flexitime is measured in number of minutes.

4.3 Urban concentration measures the proportion of population living in the urban area. An urban area is defined as level 1 in Rural-Urban Classification in Figure 2. To simulate different levels of urbanization, we construct an urban concentration index by over-sampling population in urban or rural areas, depending on the index. For example, an urban concentration index of four means that agents are four times more likely to live in an urban area (most of the City of Aberdeen) than now. Likewise, an urban concentration index of 0.25 means that agents are 75% less likely to live in an urban area than now. Formally, for urban concentration index $u$, the re-sampled proportion of urban population, $\hat{p}_u(x)$:

$$\hat{p}_u(x) = \frac{p_u \cdot u}{p_u \cdot u + (1 - p_u)} = 1 - \frac{1 - p_u}{p_u \cdot u + (1 - p_u)}$$  (4)

where $p_u$ is the original urban population in the Aberdeen area. The higher the urban concentration index $x$, the larger the population who live in the urban areas, and the more clustered and concentrated the area is. The re-sampled urban population $\hat{p}_u(x)$ also depends on the original urban population in the area, $p_u$.

4.4 The third treatment, bypass, refers to the AWPR (featured as a yellow line in Figure 1 and 2). If $b$ is true, the simulated road network represents the one we currently have; whereas if $b$ is false, it represents the road network we will have after the completion of the new bypass in 2017.

4.5 The last treatment, cyclist (sharing roads with cars), refers to whether cyclists and cars share the same roads. If $c$ is true, cars will have to stop and wait for the cyclists to pass, as discussed in section [Drivers’ route choosing](http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/19/3/11.html). If $c$ is false, cars and cyclists stay on separate paths and do not interfere with each other. We will test if cyclists indeed interfere and slow down the traffic, given the assumption in the model.

4.6 One of the contributions of this paper is that we not only examine the effect of each treatment factor with others held constant as most previous studies do, but also analyse the different connections of these factors in order to
Treatment Factor (symbol) | Parameter space | Experiment design
---|---|---
Flexitime range \( (f) \) | [0, \( f \) ] minutes | \{0, 15, 30, 60, 120\} minutes
Urban concentration \( (u) \) | [0, \( u \) ] | \{0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4\}
Bypass \( (b) \) | True, false | True, false
Cyclists and drivers share roads \( (c) \) | True, false | True, false

Table 5: Treatment Factors and Experiment Design

detect the cumulative effects of them. Therefore, instead of studying each factor in isolation and design single policy around it, we are able to look at the diverse conflation of the four treatment factors and help design integrated policy that covers different aspects such as social, urban and infrastructural.

4.7 Turning to the experimental design, a prior analysis \cite{Ge&Polhill2015} has shown that the results are more sensitive to changes in flexitime range when it is less than 60 minutes. Therefore we sample flexitime more densely between 0 and 60. We sample the urban concentration index so that it represents five scenarios where agents are 75% less likely, 50% less likely, as likely, two times more likely and four times more likely to live in an urban area than they are now.

4.8 Table 5 summarizes the treatment factors and experiment design for the simulation.

**Results and Discussion**

**CO2 Emissions**

5.1 This section reports the effect of each of the treatment factors on \( CO_2 \) emissions. We first show the effect of each of the four treatment factors on \( CO_2 \) emissions in a typical morning peak, with all the other treatment factors fixed at their default values. Then we show the combined effect of all the treatment factors using a regression analysis.

5.2 Figure 4 shows the effect of flexitime on \( CO_2 \) emissions, while fixing urban concentration at 1, bypass at false and cyclist at true. We find that \( CO_2 \) emissions distribution in peak hours is more spread-out under longer flexitime range. As we will see later, longer flexitime also reduces total \( CO_2 \) emissions.

5.3 Figure 5 shows the effect of urban concentration on \( CO_2 \) emissions, while fixing flexitime at 30, bypass at false and cyclist at true: that higher urban concentration reduces \( CO_2 \) emissions, because agents then live closer to work on average, leading to higher \( P(\text{walk}) \) and \( P(\text{cycle}) \).

Figure 4: Flextime on total \( CO_2 \) emissions

5.4 Figure 6 shows the effect of bypass on \( CO_2 \) emissions, while fixing flexitime at 30, urban concentration at 1 and cyclist at true. We find that the new bypass will cause \( CO_2 \) emissions to increase slightly, because it provides the commuters with a longer but faster route option. Finally, Figure 7 shows the effect of cyclists sharing roads with cars on \( CO_2 \) emissions, while fixing flexitime at 30, urban concentration at 1 and bypass at false. We show that in general, car sharing roads with the cyclists does not alter total \( CO_2 \) emissions from traffic.

5.5 Figures 4 through 7 show the effect of each treatment on \( CO_2 \) emissions, with the other treatments fixed at their default levels. The combined effect of all the treatments is shown in the regression analysis in Table 6, which uses the logarithm of total \( CO_2 \) emissions. Since for each parameter combination we ran the simulation for 10
times with a different random seed at each time, we used a two-level random effect model. Each parameter combination is treated as a group, and as a result there are 10 data points within each group. The results in Table 6 are consistent with those indicated in Figures 4 through 7.

Table 6: Regression results of total CO₂ emissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coef.</th>
<th>Std. Err.</th>
<th>P &gt; z</th>
<th>95% Conf. Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f = 0</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f = 15</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f = 30 (default)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f = 60</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f = 120</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u = 0.25</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u = 0.5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u = 1 (default)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u = 2</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u = 4</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bypass=true (default=false)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyclist=false (default=true)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>28.27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.6 Table 6 shows that reducing flexitime from the default level of 30 minutes to 15 minutes will increase CO₂ emissions by 0.2%, because of increased traffic congestion. Interestingly, there is no difference in CO₂ emissions between 0 and 15 minutes flexitime, which suggests 15 minutes are insufficient to dissipate traffic. On the other hand, doubling flexitime from 30 to 60 minutes will reduce CO₂ emissions by 0.1%, and further increasing flex-time from 60 to 120 minutes will reduce CO₂ emissions by another 0.1%. We conclude that changing flexitime has a larger impact on CO₂ emissions when existing flexitime is relatively low; in other words, the marginal benefit from flexitime decreases as flexitime increases.

5.7 Table 6 shows that reducing urban concentration will significantly increase CO₂ emissions. The current level of urban concentration is, by definition, $u = 1$. If $u > 1$, residences are more concentrated geographically than at present; whereas they are less concentrated if $u < 1$. If $u = 0.5$, CO₂ emissions from commuting will increase by 2%. Moreover, if $f = 0.25$, CO₂ emissions from commuting will increase by 3.9%. On the other hand, if $u = 2$, CO₂ emissions from commute will decrease by 1.6%, and if $u = 4$, CO₂ emissions from commuting will decrease by 2.7%. People living in large urban areas are more likely to live closer to work, therefore they are more likely to choose walking or cycling as their transport mode. Even if they drive they will drive a shorter distance on average.

5.8 Previous findings are mixed regarding the relationship between urban concentration and CO₂ emissions. For example, (Glaeser & Kahn 2010) looked at U.S. cities and found that areas with high urban concentration are generally associated with lower carbon emissions compared with suburban areas; whereas (Bo & Jianfeng 2014) examined Chinese cities and found that emissions per GDP unit first increases and then decreases with urban concentration. In this paper we only look at CO₂ emissions from driving, and we have not taken into account other emission sources such as property construction and home energy use. As a result, we cannot conclude on the relationship between general emission level from all sources and urban concentration. However, we do find that higher urban concentration is associated with lower emissions from transport in the model. Moreover, even though the inner city has more traffic and possibly more emissions from higher urban concentration, overall
the entire region benefits from more concentrated living. Therefore we argue that the impact of urban policies should never be examined in the urban areas alone. Its impact on surrounding areas should also be taken into account.

5.9 Regarding the impact of the AWPR, Table 6 shows that having the bypass will increase total $CO_2$ emissions by 0.2%, probably because the bypass offers a faster but longer route. Finally, we find that cyclists sharing roads with drivers does not change $CO_2$ emissions.

**Commute time**

Mean commute time

5.10 This section reports the effects of treatment factors on mean commute time to work. Each simulation contains 60 days. The first 20 days are disregarded as a burn-out period; commute time in the last 40 days are collected for analysis. Each simulation contains 1000 commuting agents. Since we run the simulation 10 times for each parameter combination, we have daily commute times of 10,000 agents for 40 days from every parameter combination. The curves in Figures 5 through 11 show the kernel probability density of mean commute time over 40 days of 10,000 simulated agents. The vertical lines show the average mean commute time of all agents. For presentation purposes, travel time is curtailed at 60 minutes on the graph.

5.11 Figure 5 shows the probability density curves of mean commute time with different flexitime, while fixing $u = 1$, $b = false$, and $c = true$. Increasing flexitime reduces daily commute time. Increasing flexitime from zero minutes to two hours will save on average 5 minutes in commute time to work, but with diminishing marginal returns as flexibility increases above 15 minutes.

5.12 Figure 6 shows the probability density curves of mean commute time with different levels of urban concentration, while fixing $f = 30$, $b = false$, and $c = true$. We find that higher urban concentration reduces mean commute time, mostly because people are more likely to live close to work if they live in large urban area. We find that the time saving is relatively small from doubling urban concentration from one to two or from two to four. We believe the main reason is that Aberdeen City and suburbs is relatively concentrated already, so the gain from becoming even more concentrated is relatively small, given the existing transport infrastructure. On the other hand, reducing the level of urban concentration will increase commute time more significantly.

5.13 Figure 10 shows the effect of adding the AWPR bypass on the distribution of mean commute time. Adding the bypass will reduce commute time, but by a smaller amount than flexitime or urban concentration. Figure 11 shows the effect of cyclists sharing roads with drivers on the distribution of mean commute time, while fixing $f = 30$, $u = 1$, and $b = false$: cyclists do not increase mean commute time on the whole.

5.14 Figures 8 through 11 show the effects of each treatment on mean commute time distribution, with the other treatments fixed at their default levels. Table 7 shows the regression result of mean commute time on all the treatment factors. Again, we use a two-level random effect model to tackle multiple data points for each parameter combination. The results in Table 7 are consistent with those indicated in Figure 8 through Figure 11.

5.15 Table 7 shows that increasing flexitime allowed will reduce commute time. For example, increasing flexitime from 0 to 15 minutes will lead to a 7.3% reduction in mean commute time; and increasing flexitime from 15 to 30 minutes will lead to a 4.7% reduction in mean commute time. We therefore conclude that although increasing flexitime will always reduce commute time, the marginal benefit of flexitime diminishes as flexitime increases, which is consistent with the indication of Figure 9.
5.16 Table 7 shows that increasing urban concentration will reduce commute time. Specifically, if urban concentration goes from one to two, mean commute time will decrease by 5.3% on average. If people are four times as likely to live in Aberdeen City as they are now, mean commute time will decrease by 9.2% on average. On the other hand, if urban concentration goes from one to a half, mean commute time will increase by 6.9% on average, and from one to a quarter, mean commute time will increase by 13.9% on average.

5.17 Congestion and pollution in large urban areas are generally regarded as “city problems”, and measures like green belts have been taken to limit the expansion of cities. It is also observed that as people become wealthier they tend to move away from city centre for more living space in the suburbs. On the other hand, there have been trends of restoration and reinvention of city centres (gentrification) in large cities like London and Washington D.C. (Lees et al. 2013). De-urbanization and gentrification are much broader social issues beyond commuting. Yet our model suggests that although higher urban concentration may cause more congestion and pollution in urban areas, overall it reduces mean commute time and CO₂ emissions from traffic. The result indicates that urban issues should not be studied in isolation from its surroundings. In an attempt to tackle issues in urban areas, policymakers should make sure that problems are not exported to the surrounding areas.

5.18 Table 7 shows that the bypass will reduce mean commute time by 2.1%. Finally, it shows that having cyclists share roads with cars will not increase mean commute time, while controlling for the other three treatments.

**Commute time reliability**

5.19 This section examines the effect of treatment factors on commute time reliability. In addition to commute time, commute time reliability is another key factor in travellers’ decision-making. A large variance in travel time is considered as an important added cost to travellers (Jackson & Jucker 1982), because travellers need to allow “buffer time”, and the more unreliable travel time is, the more buffer time is needed. We use standard deviation of commute time over mean commute time for each individual over 40 days as the indicator for commute time reliability. The larger the standard deviation over mean commute time, the more unreliable commute time is.

5.20 Figure 12 shows the kernel probability density function of standard deviation over mean commute time with different levels of flexitime allowances. Reducing flexitime allowance below 30 minutes or eliminating it alto-
gether does not only increase commute time, as is shown previously, it also significantly increases the unreliability of commute time, probably due to more time spent in traffic jams. This indicates that there is a double dividend from introducing flexitime arrangements: allowing some flexitime will not only dissipate peak emissions and reduce mean commute time, it will also make travel time more predictable.

5.21 Moreover, a flexitime arrangement can add a third time-saving benefit if it further reduces buffer time by loosening the requirement to be “on time” all the time. For example, with no flexitime allowance, an employee may have to ensure that she arrives at work before the starting time for most of the time, say, 95% of the time, to keep her probability of being late for work below 5%. Under flexible working time arrangements, an employee can cut down on that probability. She may only aim at arriving at work by a certain time for half of the time instead of 95%, provided the target time to arrive at work is a suitable period before the latest time the flexible working arrangements allow. This added flexibility allows employees to further cut down on their buffer time now that they are less worried about being “on time” all the time.

5.22 To illustrate this, we calculate the 95% percentile commute time under zero flexitime and 50% percentile commute time under 30-minute flexitime for each individual. Figure 13 shows the differences in commute time when buffer time is taken into account. It is clear that when travel time unreliability and buffer time is taken into account, the potential time saving from flexitime arrangements could be more substantial.

Table 3 shows the regression results of log of travel time variability. We find that reducing flexitime from 30 to 0 will increase travel time variability by 55.1%, and reducing flexitime from 30 to 15 minutes will increase travel time variability by 20.3%. On the other hand, increasing flexitime will reduce travel time variability: increasing flexitime from 30 to 60 minutes will reduce travel time variability by 21%, and increasing flexitime from 30 to 120 minutes will reduce travel time variability by 33.6%.

5.24 Regarding urban concentration, we find that higher urban concentration increases travel time variability. The regression results show that if people are twice as likely to live in Aberdeen City (\(u = 2\)), travel time variability will be increase by 6.1%, and if people are four times more likely to live in urban areas (\(u = 4\)), travel time variability will increase by 10.2%. On the other hand, if people are half as likely to live in Aberdeen City (\(u\) goes from one to 0.5), travel time variability will decrease by 8.2%, and if \(u\) goes from one to 0.25, travel time variability will decrease by 15.9%.

5.25 Interestingly, we learn from Section [Mean commute time] that mean commute time is lower when urban concentration is high. In this section, however, we show that commute time variance increases as urban concentration goes up, which does not necessarily contradict the findings in Section [Mean commute time] but indicates a trade-off exists between commute time length and reliability for those choosing to drive. High urban concentration will lead to low travel time as people in the city are on average closer to work. On the other hand, high urban concentration will also cause more variability in travel time, as the city becomes more congested. The time savings achieved by commuters moving closer to the city may be partially offset by longer buffer time needed by commuters as travel time becomes less reliable. Therefore, when designing urban or transport policies, policymakers should not only consider the travel time length, but also travel time reliability, knowing that there might be a trade-off between the two. Finally, we find that neither bypass nor cyclist treatments has altered travel time reliability.

### Model Validation

6.1 We use the Transport Model for Scotland 2012 (TMFS12) [Lumsden et al. 2007; Scotland 2015c,d] to validate our simulation results. TMFS12 is developed and maintained under Transport Scotland’s Land Use and Transport
There are several reasons why the simulated travel time from our model can be different from the ones predicted by TMSF/one.pnum/two.pnum. First, our model represents a simplified version of the traffic and does not include traffic controls such as traffic lights and stop signs. This partially explains why our simulated travel time is generally smaller than the one estimated by TMSF/one.pnum/two.pnum. Second, our model only simulates commuting traffic, not other traffic categories. The model divides the area into /three.pnum/eight.pnum zones of roughly equal population. Since areas near Aberdeen City are more densely populated, zones there are smaller. TMFS/one.pnum/two.pnum derives travel time for cars commuting to workplaces during morning peak hours between every pair of zones, with which we will compare our travel time estimates.

### Table 8: Regression results of standard deviation of commute time over mean commute time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>log (sd/mean)</th>
<th>Coef.</th>
<th>Std. Err.</th>
<th>P &gt; z</th>
<th>[95% Conf. Interval]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f = 0</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f = 15</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f = 60</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>-0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f = 120</td>
<td>-0.336</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>-0.313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u = 0.25</td>
<td>-0.159</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u = 0.5</td>
<td>-0.082</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>-0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u = 1 (default)</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u = 2</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bypass=true (default=false)</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyclist=false (default=true)</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.576</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-3.102</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>3.126</td>
<td>-3.078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 9: Simulated mean travel time from TMSF12 and this model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean travel time between zones before AWPR (in minutes)</th>
<th>Mean travel time between zones after AWPR (in minutes)</th>
<th>Estimated % reduction in travel time by AWPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMSF12 21.8</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This model 18.3</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>3.30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 10: Simulated mean travel time from TMSF12 and this model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated % reduction in travel time by AWPR</th>
<th>Mean abs. % difference in travel time between this model and TMSF12</th>
<th>Prob. travel time from this model smaller than that from TMSF12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before AWPR</td>
<td>19.30%</td>
<td>79.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After AWPR</td>
<td>18.90%</td>
<td>69.70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 The model divides the area into 38 zones of roughly equal population. Since areas near Aberdeen City are more densely populated, zones there are smaller. TMFS12 derives travel time for cars commuting to workplaces during morning peak hours between every pair of zones, with which we will compare our travel time estimates. Since the TMFS12 model projects commute time in both 2012 and 2019 (after AWPR is completed), we will compare our model results with the TMFS12 estimates both before and after AWPR. We assume that the default flexitime range is 30 minutes, with \( u = 1 \) and \( c = true \). All other model parameters are the same as the ones we use to generate model results (Table 4).  

6.3 Table 5 compares the estimated mean travel time from TMSF12 and this model. We find that in both cases our estimated mean travel time is less than that from TMFS12. The percentage reduction in travel time by AWPR is estimated to be 3.3% from our model simulation and 7% from TMSF12. Table 10 shows the mean absolute percentage difference in travel time between our model and TMFS12. On average, the mean simulated travel time from our model deviates from that from TMFS12 by a little less than 20%. Moreover, in the majority of the cases, our model produces a smaller travel time than TMFS12.

6.4 There are several reasons why the simulated travel time from our model can be different from the ones predicted by TMSF12. First, our model represents a simplified version of the traffic and does not include traffic controls such as traffic lights and stop signs. This partially explains why our simulated travel time is generally smaller than the one estimated by TMSF12. Second, our model only simulates commuting traffic, not other traff-
fic that may interfere with the commute, such as the ‘school run’, deliveries (particularly lorries and vans, which have lower speed limits on rural roads), and other business-to-business interaction. Third, as shown in Figures 14 and 15 for some zones such as Banchory and Torphins, our model only includes the eastern part of them, not the entire zones. As a result, the simulated travel time to and from those zones is expected to be smaller than is predicted by TMSF12, which includes the entire zones. Finally, since travel time is only calculated between zones, travel time within zones is zero by definition in TMSF12. By contrast, travel time within zones is non-zero in our model.

Figures 14 and 15 show the mean absolute percentage difference in travel time between our model and TMSF12 from and to the zones respectively. We notice that estimated travel time to and from Torphins has larger deviation from the TMSF12 estimation, probably due to exclusion of the western part of the zone in our model, though similar exclusions occur in other zones. We also find that estimated travel time to and from zones that are smaller and more densely populated has smaller deviation from the TMSF12 estimation on average. This may be caused by two reasons. First, because traffic is less congested in less densely populated zones, cars are more likely to drive at the speed limit without interference in those areas in our model. As a result, the impacts of not having traffic lights and stop signs could be more significant. Second, since home and work location is randomly assigned using address data (see Section Initialization), and there are fewer homes and businesses in the less populated zones, any misspecification in home and work location will have a larger impact in travel time in those zones.

6.5 Figures 14 and 15 show the mean absolute percentage difference in travel time between our model and TMSF12 from and to the zones respectively. We notice that estimated travel time to and from Torphins has larger deviation from the TMSF12 estimation, probably due to exclusion of the western part of the zone in our model, though similar exclusions occur in other zones. We also find that estimated travel time to and from zones that are smaller and more densely populated has smaller deviation from the TMSF12 estimation on average. This may be caused by two reasons. First, because traffic is less congested in less densely populated zones, cars are more likely to drive at the speed limit without interference in those areas in our model. As a result, the impacts of not having traffic lights and stop signs could be more significant. Second, since home and work location is randomly assigned using address data (see Section Initialization), and there are fewer homes and businesses in the less populated zones, any misspecification in home and work location will have a larger impact in travel time in those zones.

6.6 With reference to Axtell et al. (1996)’s standards of model replication, we have achieved ‘relational alignment’ of our agent-based model with TMFS12, in that the two models show the same direction of effect of the bypass. We therefore believe that our simulation has captured the fundamental dynamics of daily commute in the area, and our estimated travel time is in line with the travel time predicted by TMFS12 both before and after AWPR. Although the model tends to produce lower travel time estimates than TMFS12, partially due to the reasons mentioned above, the system dynamics simulated in the model and the comparative analysis results should hold.

Conclusion

7.1 This paper describes an agent-based model of the daily commute in Aberdeen City and Shire. We have conducted a case study of Aberdeen area and explored various factors that affect daily commute patterns and their environmental consequences. Specifically, we examine the impact of flexitime arrangements, urban concentration, the new bypass and cycle lane on CO$_2$ emissions, mean travel time and travel time reliability. We analyse the diverse conflation of the four treatment factors, explore different connections between them, and examine their aggregate effects.

7.2 We find that having a moderate amount of flexitime such as 30 minutes can significantly reduce CO$_2$ emissions and flatten the peak of CO$_2$ emissions during rush hours. However, the effectiveness of flexitime in reducing
total CO₂ emissions declines as more flexitime is allowed. Flexitime also reduces mean travel time and travel time variability. Again, the effect is more significant in comparison with no or little flexitime being allowed. Moreover, it provides additional time-saving benefits if it eliminates employees’ need to be on time all the time. We find that higher urban concentration leads to lower CO₂ emissions from transport, but it also increases travel time variability. Regarding the impact of the new bypass, our model suggests that it does decrease mean commute time, but not by much. It also slightly increases CO₂ emissions from traffic. Finally, we show that cyclists do not necessarily slow down traffic on the whole when sharing the road with cars.

7.3 In developing the model, we have made several simplifying assumptions due to space and scope limitation, and as a result the model can be extended in various ways. For example, it could include other driving activities, such as the ‘school run’ and shopping trips, or business-to-business traffic throughout the working day. It could consider the characteristics of the roads, such as slope, especially in walking and cycling. It could look at the impact of different driving styles and vehicle capabilities (particularly acceleration). It could investigate the impact of other variables, such as urban structure, green areas and dominant winds on CO₂ concentration and commute behaviour. Other features such as traffic controls and public transport could also be added.
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